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The following pages, will cover the types of master ring cylinders, how they work,
hands-on pinning on your own workbench. This is a step-by-step easy course; however,
take quite evening alone to study.
The famous master ring cylinder is a unique
method of master keying that is more secure,
flexible, and larger capacity than ordinary
systems. Only Corbin and Russwin offer this
system, each with their family keyways. Today
only two types of master ring cylinders are
produced. One is the unit lock and heavy-duty
cylinders are produced, one is the Unit lock and
heavy-duty cylindrical lock cylinder, the other is
the jumbo mortise and rim cylinder. Your study
will focus on the Corbin family.
The basic theory of the master ring cylinder is
to provide two shear-lines, doubling the potential
for master keying. One shear-line is on the plug;
this is standard keying as with an ordinary cylinder. The other shear-line is on the master
ring; this is keyed a bit differently, as you will see on the following pages. In actual
operation a master ring cylinder can have many alter keys on the plug and many master
keys on the master ring.
Let’s see how this accomplished. The cylinder you are maybe working with is a
Corbin Jumbo cylinder. To re-key the cylinder remove pin hole cover, shake out all the
springs plus the old pins. A key is to be selected as change key plus another one to be
used as the master key. The term change key simply refers to room or operator key. Key
#1 cuts are 4 2 4 2 3 4 and key #2, the master key, cuts are 5 6 4 4 12.
“Wait a minute” you say! One of the cuts (first position) is only one increment off
the master rules do not allow that! Not the worry, master ring keying allows one digit
difference between the change and master bitting. Also Corbin’s “System 70” allows that
for even standard non-master ring cylinders. System 70, as a note, uses every other
standard depth and then renumbered them renumbered them 1 through 10, back to your
cylinder.
Select key #1, cuts are 4 2 4 2 3 4. Pin up that combination with your
Corbin/Russwin Pin Kit PK—1070. You should get a beautiful
shear-line. Now remove the #1 key and insert key #2, our
designed master. Obviously we do not have a shear-line, leave
the shell off, and line up the pin holes. Note: There is a front and
a rear to the master ring, the pin hole drilled closets to the edge is
the front. Now reinsert key #2 in the plug, helping the plug to
line up with master ring. If we were to drop in long master pins
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on top of the bottom pins that were just the correct length, we could have another shearline! Let’s not guess and try various pins, let’s calculate.
1. Write the master key bitting above the change key bitting.
MK 5 6 4 4 1 2
CK 4 2 3 2 3 4
2. Write the change key bitting under the line. If we had multiple change keys, we
would do standard master keying for them at this time. Let’s keep it simple for now!
MK 5 6 4 4 1 2
CK 4 2 4 2 3 4
Bottom Pin BP 4 2 4 2 2 3 4
3. Take the difference from the change key to the master key, for that position, and
write the difference under the bottom pins.
(The difference in position 1 = 4, to 5 is 1.)
MK 5 6 4 4 1 2
CK 4 2 4 2 3 4
BP 4 2 4 2 3 4
Master Ring MR 1 4 0 2 2 2
4. If the master bitting is larger that the change key bitting, our master ring pin
becomes positive (+). If the change key bitting is larger than the master, the master
ring becomes negative (-). Zero pins remain zero.
MK 5 6 4 4 1 2
CK 4 2 4 2 3 4
BP 4 2 4 2 3 4
MR +1 +4 0 +2 -2 -2
5. The driver pins must now be calculated. The master key bitting is used as a code
to pick out ring master pins to act as drivers.
Master key Bitting
1
2
3
4
5
6

Driver pin

MK 5 6
CK 4 2
BP 4 2
MR +1 +4
DP -1 -2

Driver pin
+3
+2
-1
0
-1
-2
4 4 1 2
4 2 3 4
4 2 3 4
0 +2 -2 -2
0 0 +3 +2
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Let’s assemble the master ring cylinder, for those who are lucky enough to have a Master
Ring Cylinder. Master Ring cylinders must be assembled twice, once is a dry run to make
sure everything fits. If you try to load through the top and hope for the best, you tend to
lose time in the long run on problem cylinders. This is the voice of experience. Time to
successfully load a cylinder and place it in a lock is 15 minutes. This time does not
include removing the lock from the door or answering The shop phone. Let’s key a
cylinder.
The bottom pins should be still in the plug. The plug is the first item to receive pins.
With no key in the plug, plate the master ring; remember the front of the Master Ring has
the pin hole drilled closets to the edge.
Insert the master key and load the master pins. You should get a beautiful shear-line.
Remove the master key (carefully!) and now drop in the driver pins. They should come
above the shear-line and be nearly even.
Satisfied the pins are correct, carefully remove and lay out the driver and master ring
pins. Remove the master ring itself from the plug. Leave the bottom pins in the plug.
Place the master ring in the shell, front of the master ring in first, and then insert the plug
in the shell/master ring combination. Try to have the pin holes lined up.
Place the master ring and driver pins in the proper pin holes, load the springs, and put the
cap on. Don’t forget the waldes ring or for the mortise cylinder. As a note, we secure the
cap by placing the handle of my tweezer on the cap and gently tapping it home with a
small hammer.
Now the moment of truth, does it work? Of course it works!
Master Ring Tips and Secrets
The cap that is used to secure the springs in place cost about .35cents, straighten your old
ones out and safe a little money. Grease them in the middle by holding with pliers and
tapping with a ssmall hammer.
Sometimes a cylinder is just too tight, rap the plug with a rawhide mallet. Make sure not
to rap your fingers in the process!
Corbin has a reamer available (.115 diameter – approximate) that is used to encourage
pin holes to line up. Very useful.
Never trade mister rings from shell to shell, it will not work. Plug trade easily.
A non master ring cylinder is available to eliminate the master ring. This non master ring
is now stock on new locks. (usually)
Russwin plugs fit fine in Corbin Master Ring shells, the spacing is identical.
Extra Credit
Feeling like you accomplish anything? Let’s reverse the change and master keys, so key
#1 is the master and key #2 is the change.
Under the flap is the correct bitting chart for this exercise. Don’t peek try to lay out
yourself, we know you can do it!
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Extra Credit
Feeling like you accomplished anything? Let’s reverse the change and master Keys, so
key #1 is the master and key #2 is the change. Look below for the correct bitting chart for
is exercise! Try to do it yourself; we know you can do it!
Key #1 4 2 4 2 3 4
Key #2 5 6 4 4 1 2
BP
5 64 4 1 2
MR -1 -4 0 -2 +2 +2
Corbin Keyways
Corbin has two families of keyways, new and old, plus two styles of keying, standard and
System 70. Standard keying which reads tip to bow has to depths. System 70, which
reads bow to tip, has 6 depths. The standard “Old Keyway” recently charged plug
diameters and matches the “New Keyway” diameter. Keyways available are 27, 56, 67,
for “Old” 59 and 60 for “New”. All of except for keyway 60. as an example a keyway
may be called out as 27A1 or 59C2. Other keyways and reverse keyways are available,
however not to common. Keyway 60 is known as “Stock Keyway” and comes if not
asking for something else. Old keyway usually has an extra charge when ordered with a
new lock.
You are probably saying to yourself, “Gee this is kind of complicated”. Again not to
worry, most locks out of the factory are 60 Keyway, System 60, just 6 depths (similar to
Kwikset!). Let’s look at all the pin sizes for everything Corbin makes.
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Bottom Pins
New
Old Keyway (new diameter)
Standard keying
System 70
1. .203
1.
1. .171
2. .218
3. .231
2.
2. .198
4. .246
5. .259
3.
3. .226
6. .273
7. .287
4.
4. .256
8. .301
9. .315
5.
5. .284
0. .330
6.
6. .311

Keyway
Old Keyway (old diameter)
Standard keying
System 70
203
1.
.171

.231

2.
3.

.185
.198

.259

4.
5.

.212
.226

.287

6.
7.

.241
256

.315

8.
9.

.269
.284

0.

.297

.345
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Master-Ring Pins
New Keyway
Old Keyway (new diameter)
Standard Keying
System 70

Old Key (old diameter)
Standard Keying
System 70
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Driver Pins
New Keyway
Old Keyway (new diameter)
Standard Keying
System 70

Old Key (old diameter)
Standard Keying
System 70

Master Pins
All keyways – new and old
Standard Keying
2. .028
3. .042
4. .056
5. .069
6. .083
7. .099
8. .112
9. .127

System 70
1. .028
2. .056
3. .083
4. .112
5. .140
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Now we know the basic principles of master ring keying and are ready for more! Let’s
look at a system with multiple change and master keys. First group the master and change
key together and write the bittings out on a chart. Second, master key the change keys
conventionally. Third, figure the master ring pins by using the largest bitting of the
master group compared to largest group for that position. The best method of explaining
is to demonstrate.
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Pin Kit
To successfully key a job, you will need a pin kit. A standard .005 pin kit does not work,
also a standard .003 kit does not work have all the pins we will need, Emhart has a kit
available, however, it has limitations.
Now to get a job keying the Master Ring Cylinder! Contact a local school, hospital, or
other institution that has Corbin locks. Make an appointment to see the building engineer
or locksmith, and ask if he needs help keying. Chances are he is very busy and would like
the help. Also check with your local supply house. We have tried these avenues and
found much success. We hope you do too!
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This information taken from keying kit

Corbin Master Ring Cylinder lock around 1889

4 Pin Cylinder plug

Harvard name on
top of edge plate

R&E maybe stand for
Russell & Erwin
Cylinder
Housing,
Ring and
plug are
market to
keep the
correct parts
together
Markings on cam
Patented Nov 12 1889

Corbin Master Ring Cylinder
After receiving the Corbin Master Ring Cylinder, in this case the cylinder was setup
in “0” bitting. The uncut blank will fit the regular cylinder plug. To be able the key
this type of cylinder to a Master system, the mortice cylinder needs to be
disassembled. Remove the Spring Cover, remove the springs, top pins, which are
.412” in length. Naturally they are not the correct top pins. They need to be
replaced with Build-Up Pins and Master Pins plus the normal Top Pins.
The correct pin size is always .171”. The key way plug can be removed by using
your regular follower. However the master ring can only be removed with removing
all pins.

